National Art, International Markets
The 'unfortunate coincidence' described by Durand-Ruel is more than an ironic footnote in the history of the nineteenth-century art market. It was certainly not a coincidence that the dealer's new gallery carried a name that apparently referred to a specific foreign "school" of art, albeit not the one that he intended to market in London. Nor was it a coincidence that Durand-Ruel apparently did not hesitate to set up his business in London, even with a stock of paintings, mostly belonging to the so-called "School of 1830," that were generally considered as quintessentially French and, more importantly, that were only beginning to be accepted as serious art even in his own country.
Rather, Durand-Ruel's relatively easy move from one country to another and the (inter)national name of his new gallery space seem typical of the state of the European art market of the time. The exponential growth of the art market in the preceding decades had created important commercial opportunities from which enterprising dealers and other middlemen like Durand-Ruel, increasingly operating on an international scale, could benefit. In addition, a body of knowledge and art discourse centring on notions of national identity had been created, facilitating this process of internationalisation and making artists, dealers and other agents increasingly aware of the commercial potential of marketing art with reference to these notions, or even as actual national "brands." Thus, upon his arrival in London, Durand-Ruel could fall back on an extensive network that he and his father had started to develop in the 1850s and 1860s and that had already led to a great number of international sales and purchases involving most of the leading galleries in London, including Agnew's, McLean's and, of course, Gambart's gallery.2 The name of his London premises, on the other hand, the German Gallery, testifies to the essential role played by national labels and conceptual categories in this process of internationalisation. Indeed, when Durand-Ruel arrived in the British capital, many galleries were named after specific national schools and regularly also specialised in the work of these schools. Most of them had taken their cue from Ernest Gambart, who, in 1854, became the first to successfully promote a specific national "brand" of painting when he established the popular and highly lucrative French Gallery and thus presented himself as an international arbiter of taste. By the last decades of the nineteenth century, the London art world boasted places like the German Gallery, the Belgian Gallery, the Dutch Gallery, the Continental Gallery and even the Japanese Gallery, and almost constituted, in Pamela Fletcher's terms, 'a Grand Tour on Bond Street,' allowing visitors to acquaint themselves with art coming from all the corners of Europe while staying within the bounds of the London art district around Bond Street.3
The reshaping of the London art district as a cosmopolitan centre of European art, all packed in easily identifiable national "brands," thus reflects the huge influx of foreign art into the British capital during the nineteenth century as well as, from a broader perspective, the general internationalisation of the art market. The development's structural dependence on national labels, visible amongst other things in the national denominations of gallery spaces, is also indicative of the importance of the binary of the "international" versus the "national" in that process. Indeed, the internationalisation of the art market in the nineteenth century went hand in hand with a sustained, and perhaps even increasing, emphasis on national conceptual categories, not only because the "international" logically suggests, and is meaningless without, its opposite term, the "national," but also because in the commercial logic of the time, both terms could mutually reinforce one another.
Some of Durand-Ruel's own business schemes can be used to illustrate this commercial dialectic. He sold art that was generally seen and promoted as typically French-mainly Barbizon landscapes and impressionist paintingsbut soon realised that the high commercial aims he had set for himself could not be achieved on the French market alone. Therefore, he tapped into the two most capitalised markets for contemporary art abroad: the British market, which he tried hard but ultimately failed to conquer, and, most importantly, the American market, where he did succeed in his goals.4 During his forced exile in London, he not only established contact with the exiled French impressionists who would assure his continuing fame in the history of nineteenth-century art, but he also set up a permanent business link between Paris and the British capital. This liaison would continue to serve him after his return to France, when he started selling his stock in London under the aegis of the newly founded Société des Artistes Français, assisted by another dealer from the circle of Gambart, the latter's nephew, Charles Deschamps. This new trading name indicates that Durand-Ruel was firmly aware of the commercial potential of national labels in this international environment. In his London gallery, he actively tried to stimulate the taste for French art by constructing an art-historical canon for the nineteenth-century French school, associating his stock of advanced painting with older, celebrated French masterpieces such as Jacques-Louis David's Death of Marat or Eugène Delacroix's Death of Sardanapulus, which he also put on show. He also made use, however, of the appeal of other national schools. British art, for instance, would on occasion be allowed in his London gallery because it attracted new audiences who could then compare the French and British schools.5 The appeal of these shows lay partly in the possibility of enjoying and judging art from the perspective of national identity, and Durand-Ruel clearly capitalised on it.
Follow the Money: Lawrence Alma-Tadema's The Picture Gallery
Ironically, much of the nineteenth-century state of affairs that had developed by the time Durand-Ruel temporarily set up shop in London is evoked in a painting depicting a scene set in classical antiquity. The Dutch-British artist Lawrence Alma-Tadema painted The Picture Gallery in 1874 for Ernest Gambart, who commissioned it together with its pendant, The Sculpture Gallery, for the sumptuous villa in Nice where he planned to spend his days after his retirement from the art business ( Fig. 1.1 ). Both paintings show commercial selling spaces, a subject particularly apt as a tribute by Alma-Tadema to Gambart, who had introduced the artist's work into the British art market, stimulated him to move to London and remained his exclusive dealer until he retired to Nice, and had thus played a major role in the artist's extremely successful commercial career.
The Picture Gallery shows a Roman gallery filled with customers, attentively looking at the paintings hanging from top to bottom on the walls or studying an apparently exceptional painting displayed on an easel while sitting on chairs or on the comfortable soft bench in the middle of the gallery. As so often with Alma-Tadema's paintings, however, The Picture Gallery is far less concerned with ancient Rome than it is with the artist's own time: it depicts, under the guise of historical antiquity, a typical Victorian commercial exhibition space rather than an actual Roman gallery, visited by so-called "Victorians in toga" instead of real Romans. The art critic Joseph Beavington Atkinson accordingly observed that the walls in the gallery were 'completely filled with paintings, as they would be in a modern gallery' and seized the occasion to criticise the over-productive, profit-driven art market of his own time evoked by the abundance of paintings in the gallery: 'as if back then, as in the present, artists only painted to make their dealers' chimneys smoke.'6 Other critics easily recognised the painting's central figure as Gambart himself, in Roman dress, discussing the painting on the easel or simply praising his wares, while looking at the woman on the bench.7
What we may see in Alma-Tadema's painting, then, is Gambart's own London gallery, or at least a historical transposition of it. Indeed, on closer inspection, the gallery appears not to be visited by Roman amateurs but by major players in the Victorian art market of the time, all belonging to Gambart's circle. The two men in the back have been identified as Gambart's successors, P.J. Pilgeram and Léon Lefèvre, and the woman on the bench is probably 'Madame Angelée,' Gambart's mistress. Sitting next to her are Charles Deschamps, Gambart's nephew and agent to Durand-Ruel in London, and then, hardly visible behind the easel, Henry Wallis, who had first assisted Durand-Ruel upon his arrival in the British capital. The man on the extreme right, finally, has been identified, albeit tentatively, as Durand-Ruel himself.8 Gambart's gallery, or its historical other, is thus depicted as a veritable commercial powerhouse, with a network encompassing the whole of the London art world and extending far beyond to the European continent. This draws attention, again, to the paintings hanging on the walls, the products with which Gambart and his allies-or their classical alter egos-built their commercial empires. Many of these paintings are copies of frescoes in Pompeii and Herculaneum, which Alma-Tadema had studied in Italy. Elizabeth Prettejohn and others have pointed out that these Pompeian frescoes were, in their turn, usually copied from original Greek models, often the most celebrated paintings from classical Greece, now as in Alma-Tadema's time only known from literary sources.9 The work on the extreme left, for instance, almost completely cut off by the frame of Alma-Tadema's painting, can be identified by the spears and the horses, only just visible, as a version of The Battle of Issus, one of the most celebrated works of art from classical antiquity. The full-length portrait of Medea on the right-hand side of the doorway is a version of a mural in Herculaneum, itself thought to have been modelled after a lost work by the Greek painter Timomachos. In the lower register, just to the right of the centre of the composition, we see a version of The Sacrifice of Iphigenia, copied by Alma-Tadema after a fresco in Pompeii, itself a copy after a famous painting by the Greek artist Timanthes.
Prettejohn has suggested that the works of art in Alma-Tadema's painting should perhaps not be seen as (copies after) copies, but rather as the celebrated Greek originals themselves, brought together in a luxurious Roman commercial gallery. Alma-Tadema's scene can thus be read as a meta-reflection on issues of originality and reproduction, both central to the "copy-paste" practice that characterised the painter's reconstructions of classical antiquity on the basis of its material remains.10 However, originality and reproduction are also highly significant commercial markers. They were in fact central to the business model of virtually every successful Victorian artist, including Alma-Tadema. Nineteenth-century artists, both in Britain and on the Continent, often produced copies and variations of paintings in order to meet high market demands while also reducing production costs.11 Dealers invested in the production of copies and replicas because these were considered safe investments.12 Collectors sometimes expressly asked for replicas but could also insist on new and original compositions and be suspicious of works offered to them. According to Patricia Mainardi, the increased visibility of works of art in the exhibition and gallery circuit of the second half of the nineteenth century put a strain on this system, as it made it easier for collectors to find out about the existence of copies.13 The growing internationalisation of the art market, however, could release some of this pressure: collectors residing in different countries were less likely to find out that they possessed mere replicas or paintings very similar to those in other collections abroad. It is thus no coincidence that Vern Swanson's 1990 catalogue raisonné of Alma-Tadema's oeuvre lists-besides two versions in watercolour-no less than four variations of The Picture Gallery: one circulating in the British art market, one in Gambart's villa at the Côte d' Azur in France, one that was sold in 1878 to William H. Vanderbilt for his New York mansion, and one bought in 1875 by the Spanish aristocrat José de Murietta.14 The notions of reproduction and originality evoked in Alma-Tadema's painting can also be linked to the massive trade in engravings, lithographs, etchings and, as technology progressed, photographs. Hugely popular with the broader public, their commercial potential often surpassed that of the original paintings and allowed artists to sell the copyright on their work separately, regularly for a price higher than what was paid for the actual painting. The central importance of these reproductions for the businesses of Alma-Tadema and his peers is underlined in a cartoon that includes a lampooned version of The Picture Gallery. The illustration, published in Fun Magazine on the occasion of the 1874 Royal Academy exhibition, presents ridiculed versions of some of the most eye-catching paintings at the exhibition, including The Picture Gallery in the centre of the upper register ( Fig. 1.2 ). It depicts these paintings, however, as prints or photographs thrown together in a messy pile, in other words as simple commodities in the commercial mass medium through which the vast majority of the public would encounter them. Both the production process of these prints and the markets for which they were destined were radically international. Alma-Tadema engaged foreign engravers like Auguste Blanchard and Leopold Löwenstam for the reproduction of his paintings, and he was actively involved in the conquest of foreign markets for his prints.15 Alma-Tadema's painting seems to address this increasing international dimension of the trade in paintings and engravings. If the panels hanging in The Picture Gallery are meant to represent the lost Greek originals of the famous paintings that served as models for Pompeian mosaics and frescoes, then the scene as a whole may conjure the image of Roman plunder in its dominions, notably in antique Greek or Hellenist cities.16 As a depiction of a commercial gallery in ancient Rome rather than a pile of war spoils or a scene of plunder, however, the painting may refer first and above all to the (imagined) role of the Roman capital in the art market of classical antiquity. Rome is represented here as the uncontested centre of gravity of the art market, where art treasures from all corners of the vast Roman Empire constantly arrived, to be bought and sold by the wealthy and powerful Roman elite. In fact, the commercial transactions conducted around some of the works depicted in Alma-Tadema's painting are documented, and there is little doubt that Alma-Tadema was aware of this. For instance, the original full-length portrait of Medea hanging next to the doorway was bought for the price of forty talents by Julius Caesar, as described by Pliny the Elder in the Historia Naturalis, an important source for many of AlmaTadema's depictions of the Roman art world.17 Yet again, the scene should be related to, or translated into, Alma-Tadema's own time and the geographical context of Victorian London. By the second half of the nineteenth century, London was at the heart of another empire and was increasingly seen as the new Rome, performing the same role as the ancient city had, in a now even more connected and globalised world. As the capital of the world's leading industrial, commercial and military nation and, thus, the home of many vastly rich collectors, London was also quickly becoming artists' very own El Dorado, the most attractive commercial market for both old master pictures and contemporary art and as such the place where art treasures from all parts of the world were shipped in order to be bought and sold for huge sums of money.18 Durand-Ruel's choice of the British capital was clearly the logical result of broader developments in the international art market. Further below, we will argue that the reference to German art in the name of his gallery, no matter how annoying, was part and parcel with these same developments. First, however, this chapter will further explore the gradual and dynamic process of the integration of local European art markets in the nineteenth century. After a brief sketch of the changing social, economic and technological contexts that made this process possible follows a broad overview of developments in the areas of distribution (exhibitions and dealers), production (artists) and consumption (collectors and other audiences). In the final section, we will then proceed to examine the prime importance of new modes of art knowledge structured along national categories in the internationalisation of the market, to which Durand-Ruel's accommodation in the German Gallery and his establishment of the Société des Artistes Français already hint.
Commodification and Mobility
Causes and consequences, means and effects, are difficult to disentangle in the rapid internationalisation of the nineteenth-century art market, considered in its broadest sense. At the most fundamental level, the changes in the art market were the result of the broader social and economic developments that were gradually restructuring society at large. This process created new audiences and new consumers for art and, in the long run, led to the growth and subsequent integration of national art markets (and markets in general). The new nineteenth-century public for art differed in many important ways 127-60. from the former elites that had patronised artists. While the speed and the specific dynamic of this evolution were surely different in countries throughout Europe, the general tendency was that the new consumer base increasingly came to consist of the middle classes-bankers, industrialists and people in trade or commerce who belonged to the bourgeois elite and started collecting art-and of a broader middle-class public that visited exhibitions and museums at home or abroad and consumed art in popular engravings, books and magazines. 19 The expansion of the market induced by the rise of the bourgeoisie contributed to, and was facilitated by, firstly, an increased commodification of art and, secondly, a growing anonymisation of the market, where artists and collectors, even at the highest echelons, were rarely well acquainted with one another. The anonymisation of the market made it easier for artists to sell their work abroad through exhibitions and dealers and, conversely, for collectors to buy outside of their home markets. In addition, collectors belonging to this new class of clients frequently had some, or even extensive, professional experience in Europe's international markets. They often also supported free trade reforms. Their taste preferences contributed to the growing commodification of artistic goods and thus to their (international) exchangeability. The new middle-class public, who were often denied the privileges of a traditional education and who were more modest in their aspirations or pretences than their aristocratic predecessors, usually gave preference to what Véronique ChagnonBurke has called 'peinture bourgeoise:' modestly sized and fairly effortlessly comprehensible still lifes, animal scenes, landscapes and genre scenes, all comparatively generic and interchangeable and therefore easy to ship, market and sell across borders.20 The commodification of art and anonymisation of market exchanges had already been anticipated in the seventeenth-century Netherlands and in eighteenth-century Paris, as is for instance clear from the dealings of Gersaint in Paris. Propelled by the rise to power of the new classes, however, these processes developed on a hitherto unseen scale in the course of the nineteenth century.
Once again, we can read this evolution towards an increased commodification and exchangeability of works of art in a bourgeois-dominated art economy in Alma-Tadema's The Picture Gallery. Examining the painting from a market-oriented perspective, Prettejohn's suggestion that the wooden panels and painted marble slabs we see in the gallery can be seen as representations of the lost originals of the mosaics and murals in Pompeii and Herculaneum may very well be reversed.21 Thinking the other way around, Alma-Tadema could be said not to "restore" the lost Greek originals after which the mosaics and frescoes in Southern Italy were modelled, but rather to commodify the works of art excavated in Pompeii and Herculaneum. By transforming these frescoes and mosaics into modestly sized panels or marble paintings, AlmaTadema makes them manageable, portable, transportable and hence more easily exchangeable and saleable. They become freely circulating commodities instead of fixed features in a patrician's house, in line with the bourgeoisification of the art market in the nineteenth century.22 It is striking, in this respect, that the clients visiting the gallery seem to ignore the two most famous works of art hanging on the walls: The Battle of Issus and The Sacrifice of Iphigenia. Both belong, in terms of subject matter, to the grand genre of history painting, which was quickly becoming obsolete in Alma-Tadema's time because of its limited commercial potential in a bourgeois-dominated art market. The other paintings in the room, by contrast, are entirely in line with bourgeois taste: two portraits above and next to the doorway, a seascape in the upper register 20 Véronique Chagnon-Burke, "Rue Laffitte: Looking at and Buying Contemporary Art in Mid-Nineteenth-Century Paris," Nineteenth-Century Art Worldwide 11, no. 2 (2012), http://www.19thc-artworldwide.org/summer12/veronique-chagnon-burke-looking-atand-buying-contemporary-art-in-mid-nineteenth-century-paris. 21 Becker et al., eds., The Development, 175. next to it, a genre scene representing a theatre rehearsal and, finally, an animal piece depicting a lion in the lower register on the far right. It is to the latter painting, belonging to one of the lowest genres in the traditional genre hierarchy, that two of the visitors seem to direct all of their attention, as probably a large part of the new nineteenth-century audiences would do, to the desperation of more high-flown art critics. At least one critic seems to have caught Alma-Tadema's hint. He suggested in a discussion of The Picture Gallery that the lion was painted by the Edwin Landseer of Roman times, thus referring to the overwhelming popularity and commercial success that a mere animal painter like Landseer, one of the stars of the Victorian art scene, could have in a bourgeois-dominated art market.23
If the market's growth was the logical consequence of the increase of disposable income for the growing middle classes, the international dimension of its expansion was possible only because of an increased mobility of goods, persons and information, itself dependent again on evolving social, political, economic and technological developments that began in the eighteenth century. Central to this story was the eighteenth-century "transport revolution," which stimulated intra-European trade in general and thus encouraged exchange between national art markets, both primary and secondary. Dealers, collectors and connoisseurs were able to remain much more aware of movements in foreign markets than their seventeenth-century predecessors and they increasingly operated outside of their home markets.24 Improvements to roads and the transportation infrastructure further facilitated travel and export abroad. Information networks also tightened, as postal services became more efficient and were later complemented by commercial telegraphy, allowing easier and quicker communication across wide distances. Nineteenth-century newspapers and periodicals, on the rise as a result of improved printing processes and new commercial business models, could also reach audiences abroad and address foreign or international issues more efficiently. It was, again, the expanding middle classes that benefitted the most from easier and less expensive access to goods, travel and information, often across national borders. They visited museums and exhibitions at home and abroad, subscribed to national and foreign newspapers and periodicals, bought printed reproductions after old master paintings or contemporary masterpieces in national museums or 23 Becker et al.,  foreign art collections and, at least in the upper strata of the bourgeoisie, collected paintings and other works of art with an often open, internationalist spirit. The general trend towards an ever-increasing international mobility quickly affected art scenes across Europe, though it is sometimes difficult to gauge the exact speed of this process and the depth of its impact. The international circulation of printed reproductions was undoubtedly most important in quantitative terms.25 The success of firms like Goupil, Colnaghi and Buffa was founded on their print business, and, as Robert Verhoogt has shown, artists were sometimes just as involved in the reproduction of their work and the different markets of destination as they were in creating the original compositions.26 Prints were produced, published and distributed in international networks: a print after a Dutch painting could be engraved by a French artist, subsequently published by a British publisher and finally sold through a German retailer. International print dealers also worked their way around the national orientation of copyright legislation in order to cater to the growing interest in engravings as the nineteenth century progressed, as Verhoogt demonstrates in his contribution to this volume. The hugely popular illustrated press that developed in the first half of the century further boosted the international mobility of reproductions. Journals like L' Artiste, The Art-Journal and many others published prints after the work of foreign artists, sometimes also produced by foreign engravers or lithographers. Journals exchanged woodblocks or metal casts for printing with other journals from abroad. They were also often widely distributed throughout Europe and beyond, sometimes as far as the United States, Canada, Venezuela, Bermuda, Australia and even China.27
Figures on the import and export of art offer only broad estimates based on sources that are not always accurate or reliable, such as national trade statistics and customs records.28 The general impression conveyed by the available material, however, is that art other than prints circulated internationally in equally massive quantities, always-then as now-following money. The example of the highly capitalised English market is probably the best known. In the late eighteenth and first two decades of the nineteenth centuries, about 20,000 European paintings were officially imported into England.29 A journalist of the Belgian journal La Renaissance wrote in 1849 that from Belgium alone no less than 2,238 had been shipped to England since 1833.30 Contemporaries, however, estimated that between 1825 and 1845 almost 300,000 old master pictures were imported into England from all over Europe.31 As the English market shifted over the course of the following decades, from a market aimed primarily at old master paintings to a market with a propensity for contemporary art, England also increasingly became the country of destination for modern painting from the Continent.32 Trade statistics show that in the second half of the century the import of art from a small country like Belgium often amounted to almost one million francs annually.33 Imports from countries like the Netherlands are likely to have been of similar importance, while those from France and the German states were probably much more significant.34 Although the art trade represented an almost negligible fraction of nations' economies or trade balances, governments deemed it sufficiently important to actively intervene in the international art market in order to further their national economic interests. In the early nineteenth century, for instance, some of the German states stimulated the use of the new medium of lithography in order to counter the British and French domination of the international print market.35 In the final decades of the century and the first decade of the twentieth century, German government officials also actively promoted the export of art to the United States, again against fierce French competition.36 At the 29 Guido Guerzoni, "The British Art Market 1789-1914," Lenman, Artists and Society in Germany, same time, the French state attempted to conquer the budding Argentinean art market.37
Distribution: Salons and Exhibitions
The growing international mobility of art can be discerned most easily in the circuits of distribution that facilitated it, both the traditional circuits of annual Salons and other (semi-)official national (or regional) exhibitions and the unambiguously commercial circuits formed by networks of galleries that became increasingly dominant in the second half of the nineteenth century. Foreign artists certainly submitted work in increasing numbers to the prestigious annual Paris Salon, arguably the artistic (if not always commercial) epicentre of the European art world for most of the century.38 By 1845, the presence of foreign art at the French Salon was so important that the organising committee drew up separate lists with the names of participating artists from abroad.39 Durand-Ruel observed in his memoirs that not all of these foreign artists were after direct sales in Paris: more important in their wish to exhibit in Paris was their awareness of the weight of the critical judgement of their work by the Paris art community.40 Artists counted on a successful passage in Paris, characterised by critical consecration or recognition in the form of official rewards, to constitute a firm basis for commercial success in their home markets or on the international scene at large. As mentioned in the introduction, foreign competition at the Paris Salons sped up the saturation of the Salon system and its ultimate incapacity to accommodate the careers of a steadily growing number of artists, which, in turn, created a space where dealers could seize power.41 This, however, only further stimulated the international distribution of works of art, as dealers often operated with a decidedly international perspective, easily buying and selling across borders. By the last decades of the nineteenth century, the influx of foreign artists and their competition for sales 37 Contrary to what occurred in France, in England the Royal Academy remained mostly unsympathetic towards the participation of foreign artists in its annual summer exhibitions.43 This hostility, however, was precisely what allowed dealers like Gambart to develop their lucrative businesses based on the sale of contemporary art from abroad, often organising commercial shows on the fringes of the Royal Academy exhibition dedicated to specific national schools of painting. In other countries the relationship between the official exhibition circuit and the international art trade developed in still different ways. The Belgian prime minister Charles Rogier, for example, was always keen on using the arts to build an international reputation for the young Belgian nation. Clearly taking his cue from the Great Exhibition in London, in 1851 he ordered the annual Belgian Salon of contemporary art that was to take place in Brussels to be organised on a much grander and more international scale than before.44 Submissions from abroad, especially from France, were actively solicited, but because the organising committee lacked the logistical resources to realise these international ambitions, art dealers like Arthur Stevens, Gustave Coûteaux and François Petit were engaged to activate their networks and secure paintings by foreign artists. In the following years, the organising committees of the Salons in Antwerp and Ghent, which alternated with Brussels as guest cities for the national exhibitions, adopted the same practice and made The examples of the Belgian Salons are not exceptional. Exhibition organisers in provincial cities in France, Prussia and many other countries often had similar international ambitions and also regularly recruited the support of dealers to realise them.46 One striking aspect of this development, which testifies to the depth to which internationalism penetrated the very structure of the art world, is that international circuits were increasingly able to bypass national networks and hierarchies. France Nerlich has described, for instance, how Louis Sachse, a German art dealer who imported contemporary French painting for provincial exhibitions organised by local Kunstvereine, sometimes directly sourced from the studios of provincial French painters who had not yet been able to make a name for themselves in Paris. The result was that these painters could become well established abroad before having gone through the usual career stages in their home country (usually centred in its capital), thus defying, as it were, the internal geographic logic that normally determined artists' careers.47 The same prevalence of the international over the national can sometimes be seen on the level of exhibitions, against the internal geographical centre-periphery logic one would expect. Regional and local exhibitions in Germany, for instance, were at times more open to foreign art than the leading Berlin art world because of anti-French sentiment in the Prussian capital.48
Even more significant than the presence of foreign art at national or local exhibitions was the craze in the second half of the nineteenth century for expositions universelles, or world exhibitions, and the many, alas understudied, international exhibitions, sometimes dedicated specifically to the fine arts.49 Surprisingly, the commercial dimension of these exhibitions, and the machinations and intrigues behind them, have never received much attention.50 These In the following decades, the international scope of dealers' business schemes only became more prevalent. Many dealers in contemporary art started to specialise in the export and/or import of specific national schools to other markets. Gambart made his career in London first and above all with the promotion of French and, to a lesser extent, Belgian, Dutch and German art. Durand-Ruel only arrived at establishing the modern French school of impressionist painting when he succeeded in selling the impressionists' work abroad. His main Paris competitor, Georges Petit, mirrored this strategy and organised a series of exhibitions of the work of prominent foreign artists in his luxurious Paris gallery, ostensibly under the aegis of the so-called Société Internationale de Peinture, again a label that referred to the benefits of exchange between national schools.58 Earlier, Georges Petit's father, François, had already put together some of the collections of prominent amateurs in the Netherlands and Russia. The second half of the nineteenth century also saw the rise of actual multinationals in the art world. Goupil & Cie (later renamed Boussod, Valadon & Cie), arguably the most successful dealership of the nineteenth century, had branches in Paris, London, The Hague, Brussels, Berlin and New York (the latter was taken over by Michael Knoedler in 1857 and continued under his name, becoming one of the most successful art dealerships in the US).62 It was also connected to an extensive network of other dealers, many of whom had learned the trade in one of the Goupil branches.63 Others, including the Scottish dealer Daniel Cottier, Arthur Tooth from London, Agnew's from Manchester and the Dutch firm E.J. van Wisselingh & Co., followed suit and established branches in cities in Europe and the United States. 64 The advantages of such an international corporate structure were clear: it created the possibility of a larger stock that was distributed and sometimes circulated amongst several retail spaces or auctioned off in different cities, it allowed for the spread of business risks over an entire network and thus for the absorption of the effects of political and economic difficulties in specific national markets, and it could build on the shared expertise and personal networks of a large number of employees following up on artistic and commercial developments in different national art scenes.65
Even dealers operating on a more limited scale or in the low end of the market often adopted a similar international approach. They travelled through Europe with a small stock of paintings to be shown in hotels or other modest exhibition sites, acted as occasional middlemen in international networks, or sometimes dealt in large quantities of inexpensive, mass-produced prints and pictures. In the 1840s and 1850s, before the firm's great breakthrough, DurandRuel senior and junior regularly toured Europe with their stock.66 Hardly anything is known, however, about the Belgian dealers Albert D'Huyvetter senior and junior, who shipped thousands of contemporary Belgian paintings to America-mostly smallish, inexpensive and repetitive traditionalist pictures-and were later even held responsible for provoking the decline of a large part of the Belgian school with their mass exports.67
It is striking in this respect, if not surprising in the light of the unprecedented mobility of both goods and persons, that many art dealers, again operating in all strata of the market, were migrants or descendants of foreign stock. Dealers also developed new strategies to conquer foreign markets. DurandRuel and Gambart organised special exhibitions abroad to market their artists. Gambart and others also set up international tours of highly publicised and eye-catching paintings, usually with a range of printed reproductions or photographs on offer during the show.73 On a more modest scale, Theo van Gogh could send a 'mixed bag' of modern French art abroad simply to test the market.74 Some of these strategies were developed in direct response to the new logistic and financial challenges created by the internationalisation of the market. Notably transportation, though more efficient than in previous times, was still costly and entailed risks, and insurance and custom duties could seriously reduce profit margins.75 Thus, in the late 1840s Goupil set up the International Art Union in New York, both to promote their stock of prints and to circumvent custom duties on paintings that were now purportedly imported for non-commercial reasons, namely because they would be shown in the exhibitions organised under the umbrella of the allegedly philanthropic Art Union.76 The firm's later decision to publish a number of promotional albums with works of art for sale for the American market was informed by the high cost involved in the transportation of the actual paintings across the Atlantic without the guarantee of sales.77 The development in earlier decades of other strategies, like the formation of buying syndicates and the use of private sale contracts, which both proved their value in the context of the famous Orléans sale, was also impacted by the internationalisation of the market.78
Supply: Artists in an International Environment
Dealers sometimes stimulated artists to adapt their production to foreign markets. In the late 1860s, for instance, the promising Dutch artist Frederik Hendrik Kaemmerer largely abandoned landscape painting in his native Dutch tradition and started painting typically French diréctoire scenes under the impulse of Goupil & Cie, which had paid for his training in the studio of Jean-Léon Gérôme and also became the young artist's main commercial outlet.79 The perspective of artists, however, was as international as that of dealers: many artists studied abroad and often travelled to different countries to visit museums or exhibitions, or simply to sketch or paint. Artists often also wanted to conquer foreign markets as eagerly as dealers and usually readily collaborated with dealers for this purpose. They sometimes developed or adapted their artistic productions according to the exigencies of foreign markets, but the result of such strategies could go in different directions. The Belgian artist Victor-Jules Génisson made a number of paintings of English church interiors clearly destined for the British market and constantly tried to gauge British taste in his correspondence with his London contact. In his letters, he confessed that he aimed at a share of the London art market, the financial resources of which he thought were inexhaustible. Even if it was true, he wrote in a letter from 1851, that in the person of David Roberts Britain already had a specialist in historic interiors, there would be plenty left for him: 'where he [Roberts] Artists could, however, also reason the other way around. The success abroad of a certain "style" or type of work that was deemed typical of a specific national school, or sometimes even promoted as an actual national "brand," could also encourage artists to emphasise the perceived national distinctiveness of their work rather than suppress or adapt it. Foreign markets could thus not only animate other artistic scenes, but they could also stimulate the development of distinctly national or regional schools of painting in other countries (or groups of painters that were seen as such). This was, for instance, the case for the Hague school, which was able to grow and prosper thanks to its popularity in England, Scotland and America, where its output was considered as quintessentially Dutch.82 The process of national branding that could accompany mass exports to foreign markets could also lead to artistic sclerosis. Most of the artists of the now largely forgotten school of Écouen in France, for instance, ended up in endlessly repeating traditional artistic recipes in mass-produced French genre paintings, virtually all of which were destined for the American market.83 Finally, artists could also try to balance the appeal of distinct national characteristics in their art with foreign preferences in taste. Some of the features of Claude Monet's landscape paintings of the 1880s have been explained in this way. They show the distinctive appeal of French nature but leave out the potentially disturbing presence of French people, with their The import and export of art could also affect national or local art scenes in many other ways, both artistically and outside of the immediate artistic realm. It could stimulate institutional developments, as it did in the Netherlands, where the international trade led to a (comparatively late) professionalisation of the local art market.85 In the United States, a negative, protectionist response to imports from Europe led to the foundation of the American ArtUnion and other initiatives to encourage American artists.86 Exports, especially of old master paintings and antiquities, could also stir up nationalist reflexes and stimulate initiatives to protect national heritage or provoke acquisitions by the budding national or local museums.87 The easy accessibility of foreign art could also elicit artistic responses from local artists. The introduction of Constable in France by the dealer John Arrowsmith had a clear effect on the development of Barbizon landscape painting.88 The Scottish art dealer Alexander Reid played a more active role. He introduced local artists George Henry and Edward Atkinson Hornel, whose work he promoted, to Japanese prints and even sent them on a fully financed study trip to Japan in order to stimulate the japoniste tendencies in their art.89 In London around 1900 the successful import of modern French art alongside a thriving market for Spanish, Dutch and Italian old master paintings allowed British artists to create their own cosmopolitan visual language, as Barbara Pezzini shows in her chapter in this book.
Demand: International Collectors and National Tastes
The import of art from abroad was intricately intertwined with evolving taste patterns and thus with the formation of art collections. The increasing international mobility of art in the nineteenth century clearly played a major 84 part in collecting practices. In some cases, like that of the sale of the Orléans collection in Britain, the presence of imported art affected local taste.90 Throughout the nineteenth century, French Ancien Régime furniture continued to play a significant role in British interiors. English aristocrats appropriated the art of their (former) enemy by assigning both English and international signification to it, as Adriana Turpin's contribution to this volume demonstrates.
The example of the Orléans sale illustrates that the art market internationalised partly in response to the opportunities created by the uneven distribution amongst cities, regions and countries of (bourgeois, aristocratic or other) buying potential. Both old master and contemporary art "followed the money:" to London during most of the nineteenth century, to the United States in the final decades of the century, but also to more unexpected locations like Buenos Aires, targeted by European dealers because of the rising purchase power of the wealthy bourgeoisie at the end of the century.91 A disequilibrium between local demand and local supply further stimulated artists or dealers to export in the face of such weak local demand or motivated collectors to make purchases abroad because of limited local supply possibilities (and the high prices this would entail). Contemporary foreign art was, however, even imported in Paris, arguably the most prolific art production centre of the time.92 This suggests that foreign markets not only originated from a surplus in wealth and demand in face of a weak supply, but they were also created by artists and dealers promoting certain artists or schools from abroad.
It is difficult to determine whether the changes in collectors' taste preferences were influenced by international trade or were, conversely, what invited this trade in the first place. Changes in the supply side may have sometimes played a greater role in the market for old master paintings. It is well known that confiscations and plunder during the revolutionary era in France and during the Napoleonic Wars that raged throughout Europe in the following decade brought huge quantities of old master pictures to the market.93 Aristocratic collections and works of art in the possession of religious institutions were sold or exported and officers from Napoleon's army built important collections of foreign art and antiquities.94 After (and sometimes even during) the wars, powerful dealers like John Smith and his main competitors, Lambert-Jean Nieuwenhuys and his son Chrétien, roamed the Continent and shipped thousands of paintings to England.95 It may very well be that dealers like father and son Nieuwenhuys and Smith, responding to the changes on the supply side of the market, could sometimes weigh on collecting patterns. In the first decades of the nineteenth century, many significant late medieval Netherlandish paintings, most of them looted, confiscated or bought from religious institutions, were in the hands of dealers, with only a moderate interest in them from the demand side.96 Subsequently, however, collectors and museums gradually started buying Flemish primitives, often directly from Nieuwenhuys, Smith and their peers. The availability of these works and their active promotion by dealers may very well have influenced this new taste, together with the rise in scholarly interest in these paintings.
Changes on the demand side, however, also contributed to the momentum of the market for old master painting in the first decades of the nineteenth century. The advent of new collectors, eager to acquire works freshly arrived on the market, was one element. The establishment of national museums in countries all over Europe was another. Virtually all of them aimed to secure a representative collection of national art following the return of collections looted by Napoleon and the concomitant surge in nationalist sentiments, while the most ambitious of these new museums even aspired to become 'universal survey museums,' with representative samples of art from all national schools.97 To what extent supply followed demand, or vice versa, then, is difficult to say: the history of taste always remains elusive.
A substantial number of high profile collectors was also serviced by an increasingly international supply chain. They not only regularly bought old master paintings from foreign schools, but they also often purchased contemporary work from foreign artists and sometimes even built representative collections of specific national schools or local schools from abroad. The Belgian collectors Prosper Crabbe and Jules van Praet both owned prestigious collections of French Barbizon paintings, including masterpieces such as Jean-François Millet's famous Angelus.98 Early Russian collectors like Nikolai Borisovich Yusupov specialised in French art, while his contemporary Alexander Sergeyevich Stroganov focused on Italian art.99 Later Russian amateurs followed the same pattern. Nicolai Kosjolev-Bezborodko, for instance, collected French art, while Alexander Gorchakov had a special interest in contemporary Belgian art.100 American collectors of the last decades of the nineteenth century increasingly surpassed all others in their acquisitions. In 1857 the Belgian art critic Emile Leclercq wrote that many of the best Belgian paintings were exported to Russia, while copies and bad and mediocre paintings were put on a boat to America.101 In the 1880s, however, journalists boasted that the Americans owned more French masterpieces than France itself, often Barbizon pictures and popular Salon paintings.102 In the following years, America would also become the main market for impressionist and old master paintings.103 This influx of European paintings in the American market allowed New York intermediaries to educate auction and exhibition visitors via catalogues and boost their own cultural and social capital, as Leanne Zalewski shows in her chapter in this book.
Collectors could source from local branches of international firms like Goupil.104 They sometimes also actively monitored foreign supply markets, sent agents abroad or enlisted the help of local middlemen like George A. Lucas, who bought in Paris for some of the most acquisitive American collectors of contemporary art.105 Of course collectors also travelled abroad themselves. Indeed, the history of collecting has always been connected to the history of travel: ambassadors, foreign princes and army officers of conquering armies have always been prominent amongst collectors.106 The mobility of collectors increased, however, as larger groups of people obtained the financial means for travel, which also became easier and cheaper in itself. In the last decades of the nineteenth century, for instance, many of the wealthy art-buying bourgeoisie of Buenos Aires regularly made the voyage to Paris to buy the latest fashionable clothes, furniture and art for their houses. 107 Local artists and dealers were well aware of the presence of collectors from abroad. Durand-Ruel wrote in his memoirs that he would have preferred a location for his gallery on the boulevard Montmartre over his address in the rue Lafitte, not only because a lot of wealthy Parisians passed through the boulevard Montmartre, but also because foreigners often strolled there.108 Foreign collectors also visited local exhibitions, if we are to believe the comments in the press. In 1849, for instance, a Belgian art critic noted in his review of the tri-annual Antwerp Salon with some relief that, in spite of the recent political upheavals in Europe (the wave of revolutions in 1848), the interest of foreign amateurs in the Salon had not diminished.109 Tourism was undoubtedly an important force behind these collecting patterns. In the German Rhineland foreign tourists would regularly be induced to buy work from local artists. By the 1860s the term 'Engländer' could even be used as a simple substitute for 'wealthy amateur. '110 Again, dealers could follow the dictates of foreign taste, which is what Goupil seems to have done in his conquest of the American art market.111 They could also try to create new markets abroad, however, and guide the taste of collectors through publications and exhibitions, as Durand-Ruel successfully did in America.112
Educating the Market: National Schools for New Audiences
The internationalisation of the art market was accompanied, and indeed accommodated, by the rapidly expanding field of art literature. Books and auction catalogues were increasingly distributed through networks that spanned Europe and beyond, while journals and newspapers actively sought subscribers abroad. Specialised art periodicals also increasingly paid attention to exhibitions, auctions and other topical events taking place abroad and of possible interest for art enthusiasts, often enlisting the help of local correspondents in cities throughout Europe. They also sometimes published in-depth analyses of artistic developments abroad or monographic studies devoted to foreign artists. More ambitious introductions to foreign art, old or contemporary, were published in the form of book-length studies and monographs. Authors like Théophile Gautier and Ernest Chesneau seized the occasion offered to them by the presence of art from all over Europe at the universal exhibitions in Paris of 1855 and 1867, respectively, to publish survey texts on the recent development and state of the arts in the different European countries. 113 Chesneau further specialised in English art and regularly published on topics pertaining to that field.114 In England a flow of similar publications saw the light. Leading art critics like Joseph Beavington Atkinson and Philip Gilbert Hamerton wrote on the German, French and other continental schools, while William Bell Scott authored a trilogy on the French, German and Belgian-Dutch schools in the early 1870s illustrated with carbon photographs.115
Since the art press was closely interwoven with the market, it should not come as a surprise that some of the editorial choices made with regard to foreign art were at least partially informed by commercial interests (as they were with regard to domestic art). The short-lived art journal La Chronique Internationale des Beaux-Arts, published between 1866 and 1868 by the International Society of Fine Arts in London and intended for an international audience, was mostly a commercial vehicle used by the Belgian art dealer Léon Gauchez to promote his stock.116 It is probably no coincidence either that virtually all of the artists discussed in the thirteen articles on contemporary Belgian art published by James Dafforne in the influential English periodical The Art-Journal in 1866 and 1867 were represented in England by Ernest Gambart, whose good relations with The Art-Journal are well known.117
More important for the present book volume than such examples of direct commerce-driven machinations, however, is the broader role played by the art press in mediating between artists and dealers on the one hand and the new and expanding art audiences on the other. The growing field of art literature indeed not only offered audiences knowledge of and information on the history and contemporary developments of the arts at home and abroad, but it also provided them with conceptual and terminological tools to understand, evaluate or simply respond to art. The creation of this new economy of knowledge, offered and purchased by various actors and in various contexts, was essential for the international expansion of the art market. It is also within this economy of knowledge that the importance of the "national" in the internationalisation of the art market becomes clear; for paradoxically at first sight, it was ideas of national identity and categories related to these ideas that became central in this new economy of knowledge, facilitated and ultimately even propelled the international expansion of the art market.
In order to trace this development, it is necessary to briefly take a step back in time. National identity played a major role in the formation of art markets prior to the nineteenth century. Anthony Smith has argued that the establishment of the art market in seventeenth-century Dutch cities went hand in hand with the early rise of bourgeois nationalism. The popularity of Dutch landscapes and genre paintings with the new bourgeois art buying 116 Ingrid Goddeeris, "Forward!-Selfhelp.-Self-respect: Léon Gauchez (1825 -1907 classes in seventeenth-century Holland was, according to Smith, not only due to the distinct educational backgrounds of these classes, the difficulty of religious subject matter after the Reformation or the more limited availability of space in the houses of Dutch merchants and entrepreneurs, but it was also a consequence of the new form of national "belonging" that the citizens of the Republic adhered to.118 Contrary to the aristocracy, which privileged forms of solidarity based on the transnational blood ties of kinship, the new bourgeois class spawned by the advent of capitalism, constructed new forms of solidarity grounded in an imagined communality for which nationalist thinking provided the basis.119 This logically resulted in outspoken taste preferences for types of art that visualised, represented and constructed the national identity that these new classes built and shared. Thus, Dutch burghers could see both the reflection and the confirmation of "their" way of life in the genre scenes produced by their autochthonous artists, or identify with and claim their homeland in locally produced Dutch landscapes.120
Looking at the example of seventeenth-century Holland, the logic of nationalist thinking seems hard to reconcile with the internationalisation of the art market. The nineteenth century, however, presents a distinctively different picture. Capitalism and nationalism further matured, and high art was probably more important than ever before or afterwards to support nationalist agendas or serve the interests of the art buying elites. However, as capitalism gradually started to globalise, the character of its alliance with nationalist thinking in the art market also changed. Clearly, the further conjunction of capitalism and nationalist thinking did not lead to the mere coexistence of a number of self-supporting, discrete, national art markets with local producers supplying "national" art to local audiences, all grounded in exclusively nationalist, or patriotic, taste preferences. On the contrary, the art market became more international than ever before. Again, however, the ideas and forms of knowledge necessary for these market developments were provided by nationalist thinking, not in the narrow sense of a closed and inward-looking patriotic position, but rather in the broader sense of an ideological conviction of the existence of an order dividing the world in distinctive nations, all of which have their own clearly defined cultural identities, and the adoption of rational categories based on this conviction.121 This new system of knowledge provided a common intellectual framework and thus facilitated and stimulated the trade in art across borders.
In their book on the development of the art market in Britain, Thomas Bayer and John Page have described how the art market, like any other capitalist market, strives to maximise the exchangeability of goods.122 The economy of knowledge plays a key role in this process, firstly because a system or "habitus" of conceptual categories and criteria shared by all actors in the market provides a common standard to calculate the desirability of the exchange of specific goods on the supply and demand side and to determine the conditions attached by these actors to such an exchange, and secondly because informational efficiency, or equal access to information for different actors, makes the market more transparent and thus further stimulates the exchange of goods, regardless of the commercial benefits that information asymmetry may yield to individual agents in the market.123
In the expanding market of the "long" nineteenth century, then, new systems of knowledge had to be put in place in order to maximise exchanges between the growing groups of consumers of art on the one hand and the producers and distributors of art who responded to the increased demand on the other. Nineteenth-century representations of exhibitions and commercial galleries make evident just how important access to information was for these new audiences: while the select connoisseurs in Alma-Tadema's The Picture Gallery seem to be able to form their own opinions, aided only perhaps by Gambart's explanations, in most of these depictions, visitors carry catalogues and other little booklets with them, trying to make sense of what they see or pointing out certain features of the works on view to each other ( Fig. 1.3) . The increased possibilities of trading across national borders, now, logically suggested the central role of categories pertaining to national identity in these systems of knowledge, most conspicuously in the rational organisation of works of art in national schools. Such a classification could serve as a shared system of valuation (in the broadest, not strictly pecuniary sense) for art that increasingly circulated between different national markets.
Neither these new systems of art knowledge nor the type of nationalist thinking that characterised them were, of course, solely developed in the field of commerce. But even in its most emphatically anti-commercial guises, modes of art knowledge based on national categories could stimulate the exchangeability of artistic goods and facilitate the opening up of national art markets. The emergence of public museums in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, to take the most obvious example, was usually accompanied by a marked anti-commercial stance: the rhetoric of public museums rejected the realm of commerce and prioritised education and moral elevation. The interests of capitalism, however, were never really absent. It has been observed, for instance, that public museums clearly served the governing elite's agenda of control and assimilation, aimed at the absorption of 'the problematic "masses" within the legitimate confines of liberal power.'124 However, the museum and its educational project could also affect the market in a more direct way. Moulding museum visitors into ideal citizens could ultimately also mean turning them into ideal consumers. Presenting to them the products of 'the most evolved and civilised culture of which the human spirit is capable,' all 'rationally organised and clearly labelled,' could also mean equipping them with the knowledge required for the consumption of art in an expanding, internationalising world.125 When we consider this in the context of the internationalisation of the art market, it becomes clear that the reorganisation of public art collections in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries into separate sections that presented works of art from different countries not only educated museum visitors by means of a new mode of rational art knowledge based on national categories, but indeed it also provided them with the conceptual instruments necessary to consume art in an increasingly international context.126 As the century progressed, evolving ideas about art further boosted the commercial potential of this type of consumption-inducing education. Originally, the educational goal behind museum installations based on the distinction between national schools was to encourage the viewer to compare the different schools and to evaluate them on the basis of a set of supposedly objective and universal criteria derived from academic theory: the different national schools could then be judged, for better or worse, by their allegiance, or lack thereof, to academic standards.127 Nineteenth-century romanticism's endorsement of individual differences and its interest in national character, however, gradually led to a more equal treatment and appreciation of the different national schools, even if this theoretical impartiality was often kept in check by nationalist, patriotic considerations.128 As a result of this democratisation of taste, the restructuring of art knowledge along national categories no longer merely made the international market more transparent: the very idea of treating all schools, at least in theory, on an equal footing could also massively increase the fluidity of goods in the market. Henceforward, national differences in art production no longer had to be impediments to the internationalisation of the art market, as they may have been in the face of the now superseded universal academic standards. They could now actually stimulate the circulation of goods and open up major new markets by securing a richer supply and catering to more varied tastes or demands.
The same nationalist ideological groundwork that structured public museums and their output of knowledge also characterised the evolving art discourse of the time in newspapers, periodicals, books and other publications. Both in its popular, commercial manifestations and in its more scholarly form, the production of this type of art discourse and art knowledge was intricately interwoven with market interests.129 In a more general sense, it was also in this type of publications that the commercial potential of a conceptual apparatus based on national categories could be fully developed. As Julie Codell has explained for the British context, the production of this art discourse changed quickly following the advent of new consumers in the market and the consequent changes in the composition of traditional art audiences: 'no longer a matter of identifying art consumption with the interests and ambitions of a relatively limited and homogeneous class, art writing for a wide audience became taxed with the burden of finding common ground and shared experiences to bind these diverse populations. '130 In order to create this 'common ground,' art critics, art historians and other producers of art discourse developed a system of categories, taxonomies and other forms of knowledge that enabled broader audiences to engage with art. Patriotic ideas sometimes played a role in this new system of knowledge, as critics, art historians and periodicals could actively endorse and support their national schools.131 Authors sometimes also adopted a more open international perspective and even promoted certain types of foreign art.132 What both positions shared was that notions of national identity provided authors, and subsequently their readers, with the conceptual framework for their analyses and evaluations of art from all nations: artists and works of art could be examined and judged on the basis of their relation with the national school to which they belonged and the characteristics ascribed to this school, or, in a larger perspective, even in relation to the nation that had produced this school, its people and its history. Accordingly, as the international circulation of works of art increased, French, Belgian and other salonniers began to reserve a special place in their exhibition reviews for a discussion of the work of participating foreign artists, frequently elaborating on the nature and development of the nations and national schools to which these artists belonged.133 This approach crystallised most clearly in the massive production of art discourse around the Paris exposition universelle of 1855, when art critics systematically related the works of art exhibited by the various national sections to the state of the sciences, industry, politics and culture in the nations that presented them-in short to the "genius" or national character of the nations that had produced these works.134 Equipped with this intellectual framework, visitors to the exposition universelle could not only educate themselves by comparing the artistic productions from the various national schools, but they could also consume these productions. Four years earlier, in 1851, they had been able to do so in an even more literal way at the so-called General Exhibition of Pictures by the Living Artists of the Schools of All Countries, an international exhibition of contemporary art organised on the fringes of the Great Exhibition in London. The General Exhibition claimed to further a disinterested educational agenda, similar to that of the Great Exhibition, by giving the public the opportunity to compare the different national schools of painting. The show was, however, an unambiguously commercial selling exhibition where visitors could not only look at works of art from all countries, but they were also encouraged to buy them. 135 Thus, even if the goal of the taxonomies and the wide net of references to foreign art or old masters in the discourse produced by writers on art was, at least in part, to claim art as an entirely autonomous field in which these authors could act as professional arbiters of taste and educators, regardless of monetary interests, the commercial dimension of this discourse is undeniable.136 It is easily identifiable in the operations and strategies of dealers and other unmistakeably commercial actors who were able to capitalise on the newly created body of knowledge. The discursive use of European schools as categories in British auction catalogues of the eighteenth century already 133 See for instance: Verschaffel, "Art and Nationality," 123-37. As the nineteenth century progressed, national categories were increasingly mobilised in art discourse directly addressed to consumers and unambiguously aimed at stimulating consumption. Dealers could simply sing the praises of the national schools they marketed or ask critics to do so for them. Sometimes dealers also made more subtle use of national categories. The catalogue that accompanied the 1888 selling exhibition of the work of Adolphe Monticelli organised in London by Dowdeswell & Dowdeswell's gallery, for instance, suggested a close harmony between the art of Monticelli and American and Scottish aesthetic sensibilities: 'American and Scotch eyes have been to the fore in appreciating Monticelli's work […] and the story of Monticelli's pictures is a further proof that Englishmen, and even he artist's compatriots, must give way before Scotchmen and Americans in swift and unhesitating understanding of a new and felicitous pictorial interpretation of Nature's facts.'141 Nineteenth-century dealers in contemporary art, like Gambart, Stevens and many others, developed their own market identities based on national categories, promoting specific national schools as veritable "national brands," in what could be seen as an early and distinct emanation of the 'ideological dealer,' a term coined by Robert Jensen for a number of late nineteenth and early twentieth-century dealers devoted to a particular group of artists.142 The system of promoting national "brands" of art was so widespread that it accommodated collaborations between dealers rather than hampering them, even in a market where product differentiation is key.143 In 1854, for instance, the Belgian dealer Gustave Coûteaux declined to send any of his stock to London for Gambart's first French exhibition because, as he explained in a letter, he specialised in contemporary Belgian, not French art. When Gambart later rebranded his gallery as a retail place for both contemporary French and Belgian painting, however, many of the artists from Coûteaux's stable would also find their way to Gambart's gallery in London, probably with Coûteaux's blessing.144 The reconceptualisation of the London art district as a 'Grand Tour on Bond Street' or a huge bazaar or universal exhibition, where works from the different national schools were offered by a wide range of specialised niche retailers, was, then, only the final stage of this development.145
Conclusion
All of these examples clearly indicate that nationalist modes of thinking on the one hand and the internationalisation of the art market on the other were not at odds but, on the contrary, mutually reinforced one another. The expansion of the market across national borders necessitated the development of new modes of art knowledge, in which national categories played an essential role. Thinking along these national categories did not necessarily make artists or collectors defend rigidly defined, patriotic positions. Rather, it often made 141 Quoted in: Fowles, Van Gogh's Twin, 35. 142 Jensen, Marketing Modernism, 143 See on product differentiation in the art market: Bayer and Page, "Arthur Tooth," esp. note 72. 144 Baetens, "The Belgian Brand," 1285 ff. 145 Fletcher, "The Grand Tour, them 'devotees to nationalism in general.'146 Artists, for instance, not only painted their own national histories but became interested in other nations' pasts, while collectors became increasingly sensitive to what they perceived as typical art from foreign countries. Critics defended national or foreign schools in partisan ways or promoted the benefits of emulative competition or simple exchanges between art communities across borders. Dealers attempted to gauge or influence taste preferences abroad, marketing foreign artists from their stables or stimulating their artists to adapt to the exigencies of new markets. Collectors, finally, developed their tastes on the basis of nationally defined categories. This could lead to a preference for autochthonous art, for foreign art, or to a taste for art from abroad that tied in with collectors' own national traditions, as in the case of the British predilection for rustic and fishing scenes from the Hague school that went well with British traditions. 147 In all of these operations, artists, dealers, critics, amateurs and others embraced ideas of national identity as a common denominator for art knowledge. It was this system of knowledge that provided audiences, suppliers, middlemen and other actors with the shared conceptual framework required to cope with art in an expanding art world, thus increasing the market's transparency in spite of its growth and facilitating the international fluidity of goods and persons. The nineteenth-century art market, in other words, became radically international, but it could only do so on the firm basis of ideas tied to national identity.
